
Intermediate 
Iconography Course 
with the Prosopon 

School of Iconology
Monday, 5 September - 

Saturday, 10 September 2016
v Aimed at the student who has 

painted at least one icon in the 
Prosopon method

v The subject will be the Image 
of Christ Not-Made-by-Hand (the 

Holy Mandylion).

I n s t r u c to r  N i k i ta  A n d r e j e v

PARTICIPATION FEE FOR THE 

WEEK £350
(this includes personal tuition 
and all materials, plus tea and 

coffee)

Please note that accommodation 
and meals are not provided. We can 

recommend neighbouring B & B’s, and 
also riverside venues for lunch, within 

walking distance.

TIMETABLE: 

5 Sept - 10 Sept
10 am–1 pm: Session 1 

1–2 pm: Lunch break 

2–6 pm: session 2  (2-5 pm on 

Saturday) 

How to Enrol 
Online at: www.iocs.cam.ac.uk/static/icon_workshop_payments.html

By telephone: 01223 741037, by email at: info@iocs.cam.ac.uk 
more information on our site: www.iocs.cam.ac.uk. 

Advance payment is necessary to secure a place. 
Numbers limited to 12 only for each course.



The Prosopon School of Iconology 

The course offers a study of the ancient “floating” technique 
of icon painting in the Byzantine-Russian tradition, which 
reached its height in the XV and early XVI centuries. 
Students will learn about icon board preparation, how to 
apply gold leaf by the ‘bole’ method, they will be instructed 
in the horizontal “floating” technique of egg tempera and 
the iconic principles of line, color and light, and they will 
be instructed on how to apply the linseed oil finish to 
the icon on their own. As in antiquity, natural materials 
will be used, and the iconographic method taught will be 
characterized by a multi-step process whereby the succession 
of steps is concrete and definite, as in the liturgical services 
of the Church. Students will be introduced to iconology, the 
language for discussion of “icon” and “image”.  Explanations 
of iconic symbolism, and the theological and philosophical 
basis of each step of the process will be presented in parallel 
with technical instruction.

Nevertheless, it is not the prime purpose of the modern 
‘Prosopon School’ to prepare professional icon-writers, 
though this is by no means excluded. (The ‘Prosopon School’ 
was founded in New York by iconographer Vladislav Andrejev 
- Nikita’s father - who emigrated from St. Petersburg, Russia). 
Rather, the main goal of study is to uncover the world of one’s 
inner life and the principles of God’s image and action in it and 
in all of creation, by study of the symbolic language of “reverse 
perspective”. Hence, emphasis is placed on personal spiritual 
discipline and growth through a study of Christian Church 
principles.

You can find out more about the ‘Prosopon School’ at 
www.prosoponschool.org
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